In this case it is crucial that traditionalism is associated with the theoretical design of certain ideals, no less than certain system of values, which can emerge spontaneously or be cultivated purposefully (reflective traditionalism, according to Averintsev; ideological traditionalism, according to Shilz) but not necessarily conceptualized in academic discourse.
The history of traditionalism is extremely complex and not subject to our research. Only one point is important for us at motivation of terminological preferences. By saying the "traditionalist prose" we must realize that the collection of texts that fall under this definition should be formed under the influence of a rational guideline that is to some extent reflected in the Humanities. In relation to the twentieth century it should be, probably, focused on the opposition against the principles of liberal humanism. However, the "traditionalist prose"
should undoubtedly have doctrinal origin or submission.
That is why, from our point of view, the "military", "city" prose cannot refer to the However, this movement forward with a simultaneous return back to the "sea" of the great literary tradition of mankind is, perhaps, the very form of existence of art, which should be in constant search, go forward from itself but return with the same inevitability to the borderline where the art whether begins or ends in order not to repeat or grow numb. And rotting rubbish of false attempts, moves, delusions -everything that failed to become art -is factored out its boundaries" (Adamovich 1973, 215 ). Thus, before depriving them of the readers at least for a day or an hour, each of us is obliged to think hard if he / she has every reason for it" (Ibid., 336).
In today's literary situation such statements are no longer subject to negative evaluative interpretation. But those confessions were made in those days when the literary space seemed to have been reconquered by the postmodernists forever. To be considered a "village prose" writer or a traditionalist it was necessary to have some courage. Even the fans of the "village" literature considered a basic, extremely conventional nomination to be compromising, reducing.
Authoritative critics and literary scholars were not satisfied with mainly "diminishing" semantics, "killing the interest in the phenomenon" (Lanshchikov 1989, 13) . That is our age. It demands for a man entirely, without a trace. And there is no time to exclaim:
Ah, Bach! Oh, Blok! Of course, they got outdated and were not in the full height with our life" (Poletaev, 1959, 3) . It is clear that confrontation of this kind was considerably more serious than public speeches against the orthodox persons of socialist realism who had bored almost everyone with their dull lectures by that time.
However, in 1972 the world will hear Yu. Daniel's famous ironical dedication to the organizers of "bloodless battles" that is "Liberals", "the sybarites", "boiling as Borjomi":
We, hissing, crawled under the benches, And, spitting, shuffled psalms;
We're the shit on pinky cushion - 
